




 

 

Those of you who have formed the pleasure-seeking repeat audience at the Bangalore Queer Film 

Festival these last eight years know that the festival is a mad concoction of visual delight (of all 

kinds!), tactile encounters, bloopers, stampedes, mosquito attacks, arguments, and is an event that 

welcomes the lost and wandering, the hungry and yearning, the naughty, the newbie, and the ci-

nephile. We are therefore delighted to be holding the 8th BQFF with our partners and collaborators, 

the Alliance Francaise de Bangalore and the Goethe-Institut/Max Mueller Bhavan, this year. 

BQFF 2015 featured over 55 films from 22 countries, including France, Belgium, Pakistan, Bangla-

desh, Australia, Iran, Slovenia, Russia, India, Germany, Finland, Canada, Brazil, Argentina, USA, UK, Por-

tugal, Spain, Myanmar, Fiji, Taiwan and China.  

We opened with a bang, thrusting Cheryl Dunye’s lesbian romp Mommy is Coming at an audience that was 

then thrown into a frenzy. The Centre Piece featured two films – Robin Campillo’s Eastern Boys, a sinister 

yet empathetic story of Muller and young ‘Eastern boy’ Marek; and Çağla Zencirci and Guillaume Giovanet-

ti’s Noor, a story of a heart-broken khusra who wants to be a man again and find love again. Our Closing 

Night showcased Joaquim Pinto’s surreal and evocative E-Agora? Lembra-Me (What Now? Remind Me), 

about the filmmaker looking back on his life while undergoing experimental drug treatment for HIV. The 

women-lovers in the audience sighed over Violette, a period film that fictionalises the relationship that 

between Violette Leduc and Simone de Beauvoir. And last but not least, our first full-length Indian experi-

mental film which premiered at the BQFF – Moloy Mukherjee’s Amar Bhavna Kintu Dur Holona (Messy For-

ever), an indescribable play of image, identity and narrative. 

Besides our big features, the line-up offered rare treats like probing short film XYX; Naomi Fearn’s irrever-

ent music video Sock Puppet; Raju Rage’s image narrative on being a trans migrant, Project/ed: ‘cut your 

coat according to your cloth’; BQFF favourite Chase Joynt’s Stealth; the enchanting Saatvin Khwahish; 

Anurupa Prakash’s Will This Change?, on the lives of transgender and gay communities in Bangladesh; He 

Xiaopei and Yuan Yuan’s funny and endearing Our Marriages: When Lesbians Marry Gay Men; and the Mi-

chael Liu’s Magic.  

 

Last year, for the first time, the festival included screenings organised by the Alliance Française de 

Bangalore, showcasing 8 films as part of BQFF. The festival also included two curated sets of films 

sent to us by the Goethe Institut/Max Mueller Bhavan: The Berlinale short film package and the Dresden 

short film package. We are delighted that the AFB and the GI/MMB have organised screenings for us again 

this year! 

 

Our festival regulars know that films are only one part of what BQFF brings you. 2015 also showcased 

queer performances and a photo exhibition. The piano stylings of Khiyanur Vallikad and the floor-splitting 

number of the Pink Divas took the stage with crowds awaiting them. But we also featured new performers 

who gave us the classical dance styles of Kuchipudi and Odissi, the oomph of the belly-dance, and the beat 

of the latest Bollywood numbers. The photo exhibition last year included a curated exhibition of illustra-

tions by Nilofer, a selection of printed and video works by performance artist Tsohil Bhatia, and a collabo-

rative photo work by photographer Shilpa Raj and model Striana. 





6:00 pm             Inauguration of Photography Exhibition  

6:15 pm             Thomas Waugh Presents Sex in the Eighties 

A curated presentation including an introduction and a Q&A session 

with Thomas Waugh, Canadian critic, programmer, lecturer, author, 

actor, and activist, best known for his extensive work on committed 

documentary and publications on eroticism in the history of LGBT 

cinema and art. A professor at Concordia University, he teaches in 

the department of film studies and holds a research chair in docu-

mentary film and sexual representation.  

Three experimental archival shorts on the politics, the pleasure and the danger of getting off: 

In Black & White  

Director: Michael McGarry  

(1979 / Canada / English / 10min.)  

Love has pitched its mansion in the place of excrement, and the state is watching. 

Ten Cents a Dance: Parallax 

Director: Midi Onodera 

(1985 / Canada / 29min.)  

A cryptic triptych on queer seduction and lust and the connection of heterosexuality to nail 

polish and technology. 

 

Kipling Meets the Cowboys  

Director: John Greyson 

(1985 / Canada / 25.min.)  

An early video work by one of Canada’s most famous gay filmmakers, confronting imperialism 

with a cowboy lip-sync gang bang. 

7:45 pm             Performances by Suresh Kumar G and gang 

Suresh Kumar is a Bangalore-based visual artist. He has curated the performance work of ten artists— 

Arpitha Gangadhariah, Dimple Shah, Jeetin Ranger, Katarina Rasic, Prasad KT, Ranjana Nagaraj, Raghu 

Wodeyar, Smitha Cariappa, Sridhar Gangoli, and Yash Bandhari— around the theme ‘Body + Vulnerabil-

ity’. The artists will create five-minute live action works on this theme.      

Showcasing works of noted photographers: Vietnamese photographer Maika Elan's The Pink Choice, illustra-

tions from Pakistani artist Ayqa Khan, a selection of BDSM works from The Kinky Project and selection 

from photographer Akshay Mahajan's latest "studio-in-the-street" intervention with "the real Begums of 

Bhopal". 

Exhibition remains open till Monday, February 29. 





10:00 am              Like Other Girls Do   26 min. 

 

Director: Melissa H. Potter 

2014 / Serbia|Montenegro / Serbian|English  

‘Like Other Girls Do’ is part of the filmmaker's fifteen-year relationship with Southeast Europe and the 

Caucasus and explores the compelling story of a Montenegrian woman who lived her life as a man. 

10:28 am              Natarang              1 hr. 40 min. 

Director: Ravi Jadhav 

2015 / India / Marathi 

Based on Natarang, 1978 Marathi novel by Dr. Anand Yadav, the film depicts the journey of a young artist 

overcoming hurdles in the form of family, friends, society and to finally realise an unthinkable dream. 

Set in the 1970s, in a village in Maharashtra, Natarang highlights emotions related to transgressive gen-

der performance in art. 

 

About the director:  Melissa Potter is a Chicago-based artist and teach-

er. She is a multi-media artist working in paper, video, animation and 

social practice collaborations. Contact: potter.melissa@gmail.com 

About the director: Ravi Jadhav is an Indian film 

personality. Natarang his debut film as director won 

the 2009 National Film Award for Best Feature Film 

in Marathi, some of his other films are Balak Palak, 

produced by Ritesh Deshmukh, and Balgandharva the 

film that won three national awards at the 59th Na-

tional Film Awards. His latest hit film is Timepass 

released in January 2014. 

Contact: Goethe-Institut / Max Mueller Bhavan 

 12:09 pm              Red                                            11 min 

Director: David H Koren 

2015 / Israel / No dialogue 

 



12:09 pm              Red                            11 min. 

The short film Red gives us a glance into the lives of two young artists that live together in Jaffa. One 

works as photographer, the other as a street art artist. Making a living is very hard for the young couple 

and yet they find happiness in their relations. They live in a very modest way, fighting poverty every 

passing day and manage to love each other and to be there one for another. The story takes a turn as one 

makes an extraordinary decision.  

About the Director: David H Koren works as a news photographer at Walla! News, Tel Aviv. He also has 

trained in directing, editing and scriptwriting. Red is his first film. 

Contact: heedye@gmail.com 

 

12:22 pm              Oglan / The Boy  7 min. 

(contd.) 

Director: Eyup Büyükkelleci 

2015 / Turkey / No dialogue /  

The mother kills her son who is gay. Some moments of the boy from his social life are seen: In the 

university, cafeteria and car. The wound is always on his chest and people recognise his wound. He 

goes to the coast, walks into the see. 

About the Director: Eyup Büyükkelleci (1987) has been taking art lessons since he was 10 years 

old, and in 2010 he studies at the Management of Performing Arts at Istanbul Bilgi University and 

graduated from the department with his project Oğlan (The Boy). 

12:31 pm              Plunge                                        6 min 

Director: Kate Lefoe 

2015 / Turkey / No dialogue 

A romantic day trip tests the relationship of young lovers. 

About the Director:  Kate Lefoe is an Australian writer and director, currently studying her Mas-

ters of Film at the Victorian College of the Arts at the University of Melbourne, Australia. 

Contact:klefoe@gmail.com 





1:22 pm              Magizhvan               56 min. 

Director: Mani Shankar Iyer 

2015 / India / Tamizh 

Magizhvan is the tale of two gay lovers, caught in a situation where coming out (about their relationship) 

seems to be the only way out. The biggest issue – they  belong to different religions and come from 

‘orthodox’, middle class families. The movie realistically journeys through their lives post this decision, 

emphasizing on the need for confidence, perseverance and limitless love in such relationships. 

About the Director: Mani Shankar Iyer has a B. Com. in Direction and Screenplay Writing. He has also 

worked as a Guest Lecturer in Direction department at MGR Govt. Film & Television Institute, Chennai for 

one year. His other short films are: I am a Gay (Hindi), Mayaathirai (Tamil), Azhagana En Charupriya 

(Tamil) and Maargam (Tamil). 

Contact: spiyera@gmail.com 

2:20 pm              That’s My Boy                24 min. 

Director: Akhil Sathyan 

2015 / India / Malayalam|English 

A documentary on gender identity told from the perspective of Sonu, a bangalore based Transman. The 

film captures Sonu's struggles with his body in transforming it in consonance with his gender identity. 

About the Director:  Akhil Satyan has worked as Co-Director in 6 feature films in Malayalam and 21 Na-

tional ad films.  

Contact: akhilus@gmail.com 



2:46 pm              Tant Pis: Chapter One  25 min.  

Director: Bruna Rodrigues 

2015 / France / Portugese 

When Wal, Junior and Meg, get selected to go France to study at La Sorbonne in Paris, they leave behind 

the suburbs where they used to live in Belem, Brazil, to go to the big city. The love between the three, 

and their individual narratives make up this delightful short documentary. 

About the Director: Bruna Rodrigues is a Brazilian is both a filmmaker and a journalist. She's been living in 

Paris for the past two years, where she studied Fine Arts at the International Film and Television School of 

Paris (EICAR). She has recently transitioned from journalism to video journalism and documentary film-

making. 

Contact: brunarodriguesfilms@gmail.com 

 

3:13 pm              Sondr                18 min. 

Director: Harrison Packer  

2015 / Australia / English 

Through the stories of four young gay men—Nath, Robert, Dylan and Long— Sondr reveals the complex 

and conflicting emotions brought about by this tangled web of technologies like Grindr and human long-

ing. This is a humorous and heartfelt exploration of the gay hook-up app. 

About the Director: Recently graduated from the Masters of Film and Television course at the Victorian 

College of the Arts, University of Melbourne, Harrison Packer has directed a number of short documen-

tary films covering topics as diverse as drag kings and the zombie pop-culture phenomenon. Harrison’s 

graduating film, Sondr premiered at the 2015 Melbourne Queer Film Festival and the St Kilda Film Festi-

val. Contact: ashcottrell7@gmail.com (producer) 

  

 



3:31 pm              Guy Next Door                9 min. 

Director: Pradipta Ray 

2015 / India / English 

What happens when the demons of the virtual world becomes real? On a lazy Sunday evening, 

Aditya is reading a book when he gets a chat message from an ID called “guy next door”. What 

happens next is quite unexpected. 

About the Director: Pradipta Ray is an Animation/ Film maker based in Mumbai. A fine art grad-

uate from Govt. Art College, Kolkata, Pradipta studied Animation Film Design at NID. Ray has 

worked as a visualizer for several box office superhits such as Rang de Basanti, Heyy Babyy and 

Kambakth Ishk and many animated TV promos and TVCs for channels like MTV, Star TV, AXN. 

Recently he directed a pilot episode for an animated series on Indian mythology called 

“DEVLOK stories retold by Devdutt Pattanaik”. He has written and directed three short films; 

“Raat Baki”(2011), “Eidi-The Gift”(2014), “Guy Next Door”(2015). His first short film Raat Baki 

(The Night is Young), has been widely screened in various international film festivals and has 

also bagged the Riyadh Wadia Award for Best Emerging Filmmaker at the KASHISH- Mumbai In-

ternational Queer Film Festival 2012. Contact: rayprodipto@gmail.com 

 

3:42 pm              Filmfest Dresden  

                                    A queer selection of 4 films from the International Dresden short film festival.  

                                    This package is supported by Goethe-Institut/Max Mueller Bhavan Bangalore.  

The Great Safae   16 min. 

Director: Randa Maroufi 

2014 / Morocco / Arabic 

This experimental piece is inspired by a real-life character known as The Great Safae. A 

transvestite, she spent part of her life working as a domestic worker for Maroufi’s family 

in Morocco, who were quite unaware of his “true” sexual identity.  

About the Director: A graduate of Fine Arts in Tetouan and Angers, Randa Maroufi is a young 

artist working between Morocco and France. His mediums include photography, installation, 

performance, sound and film.  



4:00 pm              Gabriel                           22 min. 

Director: Benjamin Chimoy 

2013 / Germany / German 

Gabriel (32) is from Spain and lives in Germany with his boyfriend apart from his conservative 

family. In daydreams he remembers his childhood and the relation to his mother.  

About the Director: Benjamin Chimoy was a student at the Academy of Media Arts, in Cologne, 

Germany and Gabriel is his first film.  

 

4:23 pm              Hole                                         15 min. 

Director: Martin Edralin 

2014 / Germany / German 

A portrait of a middle-aged disabled man yearning for an intimate connection in his soli-

tary life. The closest thing he has to a friend is a caregiver who visits daily to help him 

with chores and bathing. Billy roams the city in pursuit of intimacy but his disability 

proves to be a barrier. With no other options, he looks to his only friend for relief.  

About the Director: Martin Edralin is a producer and director, known for Hole (2014), Sara & 

Jim (2010) and Welcome to La Hesperia (2006).  



4:39 pm              Teagan                           3 min. 

Director: Igor Coric 

2013 / Australia / English 

A story of transition – from male to female, and from despondency to happiness. Using record-

ed interview material and representative artwork, this short film touches on the fear and 

loneliness of living in the closet, and the joy and confidence that comes with stepping into the 

light. 

About the Director: Igor Coric is a prolific Serbian animator currently working as Animation Di-

rector at Brisbane-based animation companies Squid.tv and Bigfish.tv. For the last decade he 

has worked tirelessly creating over two hundred animated shorts, many of which have compet-

ed at prestigious international film festivals, winning awards and recognitions. He has collabo-

rated with Bigfish owner Sheldon Lieberman on successful animations including Testicle, which 

was a finalist in Tropfest in 2010 and won Best Animation. Mud Crab was featured in the 2012 

Brisbane International Film Festival, as well as several large film and animation festivals across 

Europe.  

 

4:55 pm              Berlinale Shorts   

                                    A selection of 5 queer films from the Berlin International Film Festival 2015.  

                                    This package is supported by Goethe-Institut/Max Mueller Bhavan Bangalore.  

Director: Joanna Arnow 

2015 / USA / English 

Bad at Dancing is a chamber piece and a comedy, a sex game. Isabel and Matt are together, 

Joanna seems to be pursuing Matt and maybe Isabel too. Joanna tries out various ap-

proaches to achieve her aim. The three move together, vying for control – dressed and na-

ked. Always introversive. Always direct. Envy and emotion are given a surreal context. The 

question of borders and their necessity is raised anew. A rickshaw always drives on three 

wheels. 

About the Director: Joanna Arnow is a cinematographer and editor, known for Bad at Danc-

ing (2015), I hate myself :) (2013) and Eiko & Koma: The Retrospective Project (2010).  

4:23 pm              Bad at Dancing                         11 min. 



5:07 pm              Blood Below the Skin   33 min. 

Director: Jennifer Reeder 

2015 / USA / English 

The film chronicles a week in the lives of three teenage girls who attend the same high school 

class. Coming from different social circles, the girls prepare for the most important night of 

their life – Prom Night. They have formed a dance group and rehearse the choreography. Two 

of the girls are drawn to one another and fall in love. The third is forced to take care of her 

distraught mother in the wake of her father’s disappearance. Each girl finds refuge in her 

room and bed, comfort and a place to explore new feelings. The music blasting from the turn-

table provides a magical synchronicity between them all. Jennifer Reeder tells everyday sto-

ries with style. 

About the Director: Born in Ohio, USA in 1973, she graduated from the School of the Art Insti-

tute of Chicago (SAIC). The stories in her award-winning feature films revolve around relation-

ships, traumata and how to cope with such experiences. 

 

Director: Leonardo Brzezicki 

2015 / Argentina|Denmark / Spanish 

Once a day, domestic cats go completely mad. A total burst of energy. That is all over 

within half an hour. No one knows why. That’s just how it is. Juan is rather similar. He 

doesn’t know why, it just seizes him. The loss of commitment. Why should he bother to hit 

a ball over the net and wait for it to be returned, while making sure it stays within the 

white line? Does he still love Pedro, no, perhaps yes? Pedro is used to it and takes him by 

the hand. They venture into the night together and stray, like cats, through the streets of 

Buenos Aires. Far more than pursuing narrative logic, the film follows human feelings 

without ever fully relinquishing the threads of the storyline.  

5:41 pm              The Mad Half Hour                         22 min. 



5:41 pm              The Mad Half Hour   22 min. 

About the Director: Born in Buenos Aires, Argentina in 1978, he studied film at the University of 

Buenos Aires before training as an actor with the theatre director Ricardo Bartis. He has made a 

number of award-winning short films and has acted in various independent productions. In 

2013, he directed his debut feature film Night. 

 

Director: Omar Zúñiga Hidalgo 

2015 / Chile / Spanish / 29min. 

Lucas is visiting his sister on a remote island in southern Chile before moving abroad. An 

unlikely romance grows when he meets Antonio, a struggling young fisherman. When Anto-

nio’s boss suspects him of being homosexual he gets violently kicked out of the job on the 

cutter.   

About the Director:  Living between Santiago and Brooklyn, Omar makes films that have 

been screened in numerous film festivals worldwide. In 2012 he directed “On learning on a 

friend’s illness”, a segment featuring Academy Award® Nominee James Franco and Zach 

Braff, part of the feature film “The Color of Time”, that premiered at the Rome Film Festi-

val 2012 and also had a theatrical release in the U.S. in 2014. “San Cristóbal”, his last short 

film, premièred at the Berlinale 2015, where it won the Teddy Award for the Best Short 

Film.  

6:05 pm              San Cristóbal              29 min. 

(contd.) 



6:34 pm              La Isla Está Encantada con Ustedes / The Island is Enchanted with You 

Director: Alexander Carver & Daniel Schmidt 

(2014 / USA|Switzerland|Australia / Spanish / 28min.) 

In 1511, Indigenous people in Puerto Rico seduced and murdered a representative of colonial 

power. Some 300 years later, a further chapter of colonial history: in 1803, by order of the 

Spanish Crown, a doctor named Francisco Javiér de Balmis travelled to Puerto Rico with a 

number of orphans. They were carriers of the live vaccine with which Balmis executed one of 

the first mass immunisations against smallpox. Switch to the present day: in 2014, Puerto Rico 

produced an enormous amount of pharmaceuticals with subsidies from the USA. By interweav-

ing strands of colonial and postcolonial history, the filmmakers of La Isla está Encantada con 

Ustedes have created a lyrical work that mirrors and expands on dynamics of power and lust. A 

modern roundelay that restages the past in the present. Led by a gaze of sexual innuendo, this 

is a comedy in which reality is subordinate to strategies of power – while revealing the closely 

intertwined nature of health and economics, in the past and present. 

About the Directors:  

Alexander Carver, working as a fine artist and film director, made his film debut, The Unity of 

All Things, in collaboration with Daniel Schmidt. One of his film installations was exhibited at 

the Biennale of Moving Images in Geneva in 2014.  

Daniel Schmidt Born in the USA in 1984, he studied film at New York University and graduated 

with a BA in Fine Arts. He has made a number of short films and two feature films which have 

all screened at numerous international festivals. 

 

Director: Rohan Kanawade 

2014 / India / Marathi 

Wearing bangles, jhumkas, bindi, lipstick, blouse and sari, Jayu played dandiya during 

Navaratri. Onlookers mocked and whistled. He didn’t care until he saw his mother. That 

was last year and it’s Navratri again, and tonight the last night. But this year, all he does 

is watch the others leave for the dandiya ground. What will happen to Jayu’s urge through 

the night?  

7:07 pm              Sundar                          24 min. 



 

About the Director:  Rohan Kanawade is professionally an Interior Designer, and by passion 

a short filmmaker and writer. He won at the 4th Kashish Mumbai International Queer Film 

Festival, 2013” for his Marathi short film “Ektya Bhinti” (Lonely Walls). His previous film 

“Feelings At Death” (2010) had won him two awards at small one day local film festival. His 

films are often inspired by real incidents. Sundar is his third project and was crowd-funded.  

7:07 pm              Sundar                          24 min. 

  7:33 pm                 Gestures                4 min. 

Director: Vishwanath G Shirodkar 

2015 / India / English 

A short dance video building a narrative about gay life.  

About the Director: Vishwanath G, has finished his Masters from National Institute of Design 

and this is his first film.  

Contact: smilingvish@gmail.com 

(contd.) 

 7:37 pm               Mujra                          6 min. 

Director: Saadat Munir 

2015 / Pakistan / No dialogue 

Mujra, is an experimental video that tries to reflect the unique art form of Mujra that the 

Lahori Khawja Seras are known for. The videos were shot during the process of making a 

documentary. The core idea of this video is to express a narrative of performing arts that 

is not valued as art form but somehow help this community for their survival as being one 

of the very few options of earning. 

About the Director: Saadat Munir took his first step into film making and established his 

own production company Madari Films with an aim to work on subjects that he believes 

need to be addressed in an unbiased manner. His first documentary project Chuppan 

Chupai was screened at BQFF last year.  

Contact: madarifilms@gmail.com 



 

Director: Neelu Bhuman 

2015 / India / Telugu|English 

A sensual exploration of gender, race and the power of erotics. 

About the Director: Neelu Bhuman is an interaction designer by profession and an inde-

pendent filmmaker by passion. Family in Frame was her first experimental documentary 

short. A tribute to transcendent sexualities, the film is a brief glimpse into Bhuman's predi-

lection for blurring the boundaries of rigid identities. FU377 her second short film that ex-

amines the divide between social reality and the current political state of samesex love in 

India, was screened at BQFF last year. Love letter is her third film.  

Contact: filmsofneelu@gmail.com 

7:52 pm              Prēma Lēkha / Love Letter      10 min.  

  8:02 pm                 Memories of a Machine           10 min. 

Director: Shailaja Padindala 

2015 / India / Malayalam 

A woman is being recorded on a camera playfully. She is recounting bits of an early sexual 

encounter aided by the curiosity of the person behind the camera.  

About the Director: Shailaja Padindala studied at the L V Prasad Film & Television Acade-

my. She has directed a stop-motion animated film called Rajkumar in China and this is her 

second independent short film.  

Contact: shailaja799@gmail.com 

 8:12 pm               Qissa: The Tale of a Lonely Ghost 1hr 50 min. 

Director: Anup Singh 

2014 / Germany|France|India|Netherlands / Punjabi 

Umber Singh is a Sikh who loses everything during the partition of India in 1947 and is 

forced to leave his homeland. He obsessively wishes for a male heir. When his fourth 

daughter is born, he decides to wage a fight against destiny.  The film was screened in the 

Contemporary World Cinema section at the 2013 Toronto International Film Festival where 

it won the Netpac Award for World or International Asian Film. It has also won the Dioraph-

te Award at the International Film Festival Rotterdam. 

About the Director: Anup Singh is a Geneva based independent Filmmaker of Indian origin. 

He became famous for his 2013 Punjabi film Qissa which won many awards at International 

Film Festivals. 







10:00 am              Snapshots from a Family Album  63 min.  

Director:  Avijit Mukul Kishore 

2004 / India / Hindi|English 

An intimate look at parents, family and relationships from the point of view of a filmmaker 

son. 

About the Director:  Avijit Mukul Kishore is a film-maker and cinematographer based in Mumbai. 

He works in many genres of film and video making, including collaborations with visual artists 

on installation art projects. He is actively involved in art, cinema and cultural pedagogy and 

has been co-curator at the FD Zone programme of Films Division India since its inception in 

2012. He holds a bachelor's degree in history from Hindu College, Delhi University and a diplo-

ma in cinema from Film and Television Institute of India, Pune.   

 

11:05 am              Primavera Rosa En El Kremlin / Pink Spring in the Kremlin 20 min. 

Director: Mario de la Torre Espinosa 

2015 / Spain / Russian 

1917: Homosexuality is decriminalized in Russia. 1933. Homosexuality becomes a crime 

again. 1993: Homosexuality is legalized again. In 2013 Vladimir Putin supports new legal 

measures which discriminate against LGBT people. This documentary film follows the trials 

of LGBTQ identified people in this context.  

About the Director: Mario de la Torre made his debut with the short film Chocolate con 

Churros (2006), winner of the New Arrivals award in the Rotterdam Film Festival. The docu-

mentary Harraga (2008) was nominated to the Goya Awards. La Condena (2009) was edited 

in the collection Filmoteca FNAC and screened in festivals all around the world. Hunger 

(2012)  was his previous film.  

Contact: info@offecam.com  



11:37 am              In the Mood for Love              31 min.  

Director: Aakriti Kohli & Sandeep Kr. Singh 

2015 / India / Hindi|English 

The film seeks to firmly put the idea of love back into the discourse of homosexuality in India, 

and shows affective relationships and the roles they play in people’s lives. In the exploration 

of the everyday life, there is a highlighting of the ordinary coupled with some extraordinary 

moments.  

About the Directors:  Sandeep and Aakriti, have directed various documentary films, most nota-

bly Breakin’ Mumbai, City’s Edge and Beep. Their films have been selected and screened at 

prestigious international and national film festivals and broadcast on national television net-

work. They also won the IDPA Award for Excellence for their documentary film, Breakin’ Mum-

bai. Independently Sandeep has directed many documentaries on the issues of urban habitat, 

identities and livelihood, many in collaboration with academicians and researchers. 

Contact: kathakarita@gmail.com  

 

 

11:59 am              Walking the Walk              33 min. 

Director: Moses Tulasi 

2015 / India / Telugu|English 

Walking as a form of protest against discrimination and exclusion has a long history in In-

dia. Dr. Ambedkar’s historical Mahad Satyagraha in 1927 protested caste discrimination at 

one of its fundamental levels: access to water. It was Gandhi’s walk, Salt Satyagraha in 

1930 against the unfair salt tax of the British that ignited the people to take to the road. 

Since then countless anti caste and anti colonial marches have galvanised the masses to 

fight for freedom.  

Walking the Walk follows the participants of Hyderabad’s queer Swabhimana(self-respect) 

pride march in February 2015. The walk draws inspiration from the most recently success-

ful social movement which led to formation of a brand new state in India, Telangana. This 

film demonstrates how a collective of unfunded individuals embarked on a quest for free-

dom in organizing this pride. It shows how a collective of activists do more than talk the 

talk; they set into motion a political movement that celebrates small successes, demands 

resources for working-class transgender people, stands up to police violence, and allows 

the community to grieve for lost loved ones. 

In India, the most visible face to the queer community – the Hijra community – also is the 

most victimised: rape, violence, discrimination, and even death are motifs of their daily 

existence. To a lesser degree, the other transgender, gay, lesbian, bisexual, and queer-

identified Indians go through similar ordeals. The film also brings attention to these grue-

some acts of violence to raise awareness within the mainstream society. 

 



About the Director:  

Born and brought up in a small town, Warangal in the state of Telangana and inspired by the 

Hindi parallel cinema of the early 80’s, Moses Tulasi was always keen on films with social rele-

vance. In the winter of 2014, Moses took a sabbatical from work and travelled to India, in 

search of a socially relevant subject for his first film. He was inspired by the socio-politically 

charged queer rights movement in the city of Hyderabad, set against the backdrop of recently 

successful social movement which led to formation of a brand new state in India, Telangana. 

This is how the documentary film Walking the Walk was made. 

Contact: mosestulasi@gmail.com 

 

12:33 pm              Stark Electric Jesus              12 min. 

Director: Hyash Tanmoy & Mrigankasekhar Ganguly 

2015 / India / Bangla 

Stark Electric Jesus is a 2014 short film inspired by the poem Prochondo Boidyutik Chhutar 

or Stark Electric Jesus written by Malay Roy Choudhury. After the verdict of the Indian 

Supreme Court on IPC 377, an unnatural man finds himself in the cage of hallucination. He 

runs his night and days with his "unnatural" dream and fantasy like an outmoded gun 

dreams to have its last fire from its own eye. He dreams of the freedom of love like Hitler 

once had for his Germany. At the end of the world beyond the right or wrong, there is a 

garden where the man meets with his love finally.  

About the Director: Hyash Tanmoy is a multidisciplinary artist from India. He found organi-

zations like, ‘ZMF’ and ‘0° ARTS’, works for universal art and world peace. His first film, 

‘An Obsolete Altar’ traveled to 6 international film festivals among Canada, Germany, and 

Belarus. His second project ‘Stark Electric Jesus’, officially selected in 21 international film 

festivals worldwide and honoured with ‘Most Promising Video Award’ in MADATAC organized 

in Barcelona, Spain, and Best Fantasy Film in Hrizantema International Horror & Fantasy 

Film Festival celebrated in Subotica, Serbia/Montenegro. His latest work ‘Blackboard’ won 

3 awards from CTLPDX INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL: Water in USA and First Prize from 

Development Film Festival, Tamil Nadu and screened in 10 international film festival. Pres-

ently, he is working on an avant-garde, experimental project. 

Contact: tanmoy.jm@gmail.com  

11:59 am              Walking the Walk              33 min. 

(contd.) 





Directors: Sergio Ingato, Mason Sklut & Maggie Sloane 

2014 / USA / English 

Blake Brockington was like any other high school student just trying to fit in. Identifying as 

transgender in North Carolina, there have been many hurdles in Blake's life. Learning to cope 

with being different than his peers, Blake has given hope to many others in the same position. 

"BrocKINGton" reveals as much about the human character as it does about the societal pres-

sures to fit in. 

About the Directors: 

Sergio Ingato, Director/Producer: Sergio is is a Media Arts and Entertainment major from Elon 

University currently working in LA and starting his career in the entertainment industry.   

Maggie Sloane, Director/Producer: Maggie is a Media Arts and Entertainment major from Elon 

University. She is pursuing her passion for editing at a studio in NY. 

Mason Sklut, Director/Producer: Mason is a Media Arts and Entertainment major from Elon Uni-

versity. He works at studio in Charlotte, NC as a shooter and editor. 

 

1:40 pm              Major!                                        1 hr. 35 min. 

Director: Annalise Ophelian & Storm Miguel Florez 

2015 / USA / English 

A documentary film exploring the life and campaigns of Miss Major Griffin-Gracy, a for-

merly incarcerated Black transgender elder and activist who has been fighting for the 

rights of trans women of color for over 40 years. 

About the Directors:  

Annalise Ophelian (producer/director) is a white, queer-identified psychologist, consultant, 

and documentary filmmaker whose work includes Diagnosing Difference 

StormMiguel Florez (co-producer/editor) is a Xicano transgender musician and multi-media 

artist. He is the owner of Bad Flower Productions, providing services to queer and trans art-

ists of colour to help bring their creative projects to life. 

Contact: ophelian@comcast.net 

1:30 am              BrocKINGton   9 min.  



 

1:40 pm              Major!                                        1 hr. 35 min. 

Director: Jérôme Clément-Wilz 

2014 / France / French 

Can a young love, settled on important cultural differences, last over time? Spring, is an 

instinctive documentary filmed by the director and his love.  

About the Director: Jerome Clement-Wilz, began as an assistant director for Zoe Cassavet-

es, Blanca Li, Tonie Marshall and other directors on fiction movies. He then discovered the 

documentary world by assisting directors like Christophe Otzenberger (Voyage au Coeur de 

l'Alcoolisme for Infrarouge, France 2) and Marie Agostini (Des parents formidables, also for 

France 2). At the same time, he started as a director, on the documentary collection Sex in 

the World Cities, which he co-directed for Paris Première, Edgar Morin à l'Epreuve des Y for 

the Theatre du Rond-Point, weekly "docu-reports" for Une Semaine d'Enfer(France 4). He 

has recently switched to more personal projects, such as Baptism of Fire, Pony Girl and A 

Spring. 

Contact: kidam@kidam.net 

3:15 pm              Printemps / A Spring  28 min.  



 

3:45 pm              Totitita                            25 min.  

Director: Bonzo Villegas 

2015 / Argentina / Spain 

What does it mean to be a woman? Toti, a Young college student and political militant, 

will seek to become one in order to get the man of his dreams. In the process, and with 

the help of the women in his life, he’ll find out that within him there are few lines sepa-

rating man from woman, past from present, fiction from reality.  

About the Director: Gonzalo Villegas (also known as Bonzo Villegas) is a short filmmaker 

based in Argentina.  

Director: Jake Witzenfeld 

2015 / USA / Arabic|Hebrew|English 

The documentary follows the lives of three Palestinian friends exploring their national and 

sexual identity in Tel-Aviv during the Israel-Gaza conflict of 2014. Khader is a Tel Aviv 

"darling" from a prominent Muslim mafia family living with his Jewish boyfriend, David, a 

local LGBT nightlife impresario, and their Dalmatian, Otis, in Tel Aviv. Khader is conflict-

ed by his desire for change in the face of a seemingly hopeless situation. Fadi is an ardent 

Palestinian nationalist confronted by guilt-ridden Jewish love and Naeem must confront 

his family with the truth about his sexuality. Meanwhile, a war is brewing... Determined 

to make a change, these three best friends form a non-violent, cultural resistance group 

(“Qambuta”) making viral content for gender and national equality. While their work may 

not change the world, it certainly helps them deal with the frustration of living with multi

-faceted identities. 

 

4:30 pm             Oriented                          1 hr. 20 min.  



 

About the Director: Jake Witzenfeld is a British film director and producer. Born and raised 

in Essex, England, Jake graduated from the University of Cambridge with a degree in Middle 

Eastern Studies in 2012. Shortly thereafter, he relocated to Tel Aviv where he discovered 

the story that became ORIENTED. Jake co-founded a creative agency and has launched an 

international production company with 10 projects in development, both documentary and 

scripted. ORIENTED is Jake’s debut film. 

Contact:  info@conchstudios.com 

4:30 pm             Oriented                          1 hr. 20 min.  

(contd.) 

6:00 pm              Mai                            20 min. 

Director: Tim Ellrich 

2015 / Austria / German 

Tahir leads a double life. He is fascinated by wearing a niqab. But as he disguises himself, 

his son Adel has watched him and carelessly tells his wife Emel about the dress-up game.  

About the Director: Tim Ellrich is a young german filmmaker, who is studying in Vienna. He 

has always been fascinated by movies and started to work early in a cinema in his 

hometown. After some Traineeships at professional film productions, he started to make 

his own films. His Films address the topics of guilt or innocence within completely different 

stories and subjects.  

5:45 pm           Schleierhaft / Veiled                   13 min. 

Director: Giulio Poidomani 

2015 / Italy / Italian 

Claudia travels to a small town in Sicily to get back together with her ex-girlfriend, Anna, 

who rejects her. Wandering around town Claudia meets Sandro, and this encounter makes 

her question many things. 

About the Director: Giulio Poidomani is an Italian director and screenwriter. Over the years 

he directed and produced several shorts and commercials. Born in Sicily, he moved to Rome 

to study “Film Studies & Entertainment”. After graduation, he worked with Italian Director 

Roberto Faenza and Oscar Winner Producer Elda Ferri at their Production Company, Jean 

Vigo Italia, on films like The Case Of Unfaithful Klara and Someday This Pain Must Be Useful 

To You”. In 2010 he moved to USA where he produced and directed several shorts. He also 

published a short novel and worked for Web Magazine Cinemonitor.it. He’s currently work-

ing in Italy to his next project.  

Contact: purpleroadpictures@gmail.com 





 

Director: Valentino R. Sandoli 

2015 / Spain / Spanish 

Guille has been in love with his best friend for months. He is aware of this feeling but prej-

udices prevent him from acting on it. Guille then will be immersed in a series of events 

guided by his sexual awakening. 

About the Director:  

Valentino Sandoli is a young director, and Paradigma is his first fiction short film. He gradu-

ated in Media Studies from the Universidad Carlos III de Madrid. He has directed music vide-

os, but above all he has worked as a cinematographer for several productions, including the 

ones that he has directed.  

Contact: valentino_saz@hotmail.com 

6:20 pm             Paradigma             20 min.  

6:50 pm              Mx. Pink               14 min. 

Mx. Pink  14 min. 

Director: Maharlika D' Suesse  

2015 / France / English 

It is a story of two individuals from near extreme ends of the gender spectrum, who meet 

in a tabac, where an unexpected romance unfolds. We have Gabriel, a 32-year old actor, a 

sportsman and a huge soccer fan, who happens to have a soft spot for dressing up as a 

woman. On the other hand we have Jigs, a tomboyish 25-year old woman, who dresses like 

a man and acts like one. This is a modern adaptation of Cinderella, just without the focus 

on the shoe and the gender roles of Cinderella and the Prince reversed. 

About the director: Maharlika D' Suesse  is a graduating masters student at EICAR-

International Film School of Paris. 'Mx. Pink' is her debut film as a director. Her upcoming 

thesis film 'Timelessly…' is on its post-production phase. 





 

Director: Vikrant Dhote & Srikant A 

2015 / India / Marathi|Hindi|English 

It's just another day for two police officials who harass two young boys by shaming them 

and the boys are ready to pay a bribe and get away. One of their mother's decides other-

wise.  

About the Directors: Vikrant Dhote and Srikant A are young theatre professionals and this is 

their first film together. The film is produced by QueerInk.  

Contact: shobhna@queer-ink.com 

7:05 pm              Any Other Day              13 min.  

7:18 pm              Laurence Anyways  2 hr. 48 min. 

Director: Xavier Dolan 

2012 / France / French 

The story of an impossible love between a woman named Fred (Frédérique) and a 

transgender woman named Laurence (then living as a man) who reveals her inner desire to 

become her true self: a woman. Set during the late 1980s and early 1990s, the story spans 

a decade, chronicling the doomed love of Fred and Laurence. 

The film competed in the Un Certain Regard section at the 2012 Cannes Film Festival where 

Suzanne Clément won the Un Certain Regard Award for Best Actress. The film also won the 

Queer Palm Award at the festival. At the 2012 Toronto International Film Festival, the film 

won the award for Best Canadian Feature Film. The film also received ten nominations at 

the 1st Canadian Screen Awards, including Best Motion Picture, Best Direction for Dolan, 

Best Actor in a Leading Role for Poupaud, Best Actress in a Leading Role for Clément, and 

Best Screenplay for Dolan. 



 

About the Director: Young Canadian gay director Xavier Dolan is best known for his debut 

film I Killed My Mother (2009) (Xavier was both the director and screenwriter) and his fol-

lowing features were Heartbeats (2010), Tom at the Farm (2013) and more recently Mom-

my (2014).  

7:18 pm              Laurence Anyways  2 hr. 48 min. 

(contd.) 





9:30 am              Madam Phung's Last Journey    1 hr 28 min 

Director: Tham Nguyen Thi 

2014 / Vietnam / Vietnamese 

 

A green truck drives through the night. In the morning, a marquee-like struc-

ture is erected and, in the evening, in the half-light of small lamps, wigs begin 

to move up and down, the New Year songs fall silent for the sale of tombola 

tickets. Madame Phung and her troupe of transvestite singers travel around 

Viet Nam, arousing the fascination and hostility of the local authorities and 

inhabitants. Attentive to the sometimes clipped rhythm of fairground life and 

to the way in which this small travelling community copes with the bad weath-

er and villagers who come to annoy them after the shows, Tham Nguyen Thi 

takes the film beyond a simple chronicle of the picturesque.  

“Where does theatre begin, where does life end?” The question asked by the 

heroine of Jean Renoir’s The Golden Coach could also be that of the troupe’s 

leader, who transmits much more than instructions in the wings: a modus vi-

vendi on the margins, a viaticum for surviving in a society where “a homosexu-

al’s life is wretched”. During the casual discussions, laden with astonishingly 

picaresque events from the past, the portraits of the leader and her costume 

lady challenge sexual identity and social norms in a society whose muffled vio-

lence explodes during the almost sacrificial sequence of the fire. 

About the Director: 

Tham Nguyen Thi is a director born and raised in Vietnam. After studying cine-

ma and theater in Hô Chi Minh City, she took part in a filmmaking training with-

in the Ateliers Varan in Vietnam, thanks to which she was able to direct her 

two short films Bonjour Mon Enfant, Bonjour ma bebe (2005) and Grand-Pere et 

Petit-Filles (2006). The Last Journey of Madame Phung marks her debut as a 

feature filmmaker. 

 



11:23 am              Tell Me a Story    23 min 

Director: Rishikesh Malkhede 

2015 / India / English  

After the Supreme Court passed the judgement on Section 377 of the IPC, it has been difficult 

for the LGBT community to be public about their orientation. Battle for 377 tells you the story 

of two gay couples in Bangalore and the fight for their RIGHTS. 

About the Director: Rishikesh Malkhede completed a diploma in Broadcast Journalism at the 

Indian Institute of Journalism and New Media in 2015 and is now Assistant Video Editor at Grey 

Matter Entertainment, Pune, Maharashtra.  

Contact: rishi.malkhede@gmail.com 

 

11:14 am              Battle for 377   7 min 

Producer: Shobhna S Kumar 

Director: Avani Batra, Ashish Sawhny, Sunetro Lahiri and Rucha Pathak 

2015 / India / Hindi|English 

Tell Me A Story is a video project that creates a space for queer people to share their stories 

with an aim to populate the mainstream environment with their experiences. The first part of 

this series explores four stories of four diverse individuals in Mumbai – Anuja, Urmi, Sid, and 

Saumitra.  

About the Producer/Directors: Shobhna S Kumar is the founder of Queer Ink, an online plat-

form. Avani Batra, Ashish Sawhny, Sunetro Lahiri and Rucha Pathak are the directors of the dif-

ferent segments in this film. 

Contact: shobhna@queer-ink.com 



1:17 pm              Thomas Waugh Programme 2     

Director: Sabine Kuentz 

2013 / France / French 

 

Emilie decided one day to accept herself. Now an LGBT leader and a volunteer worker at Em-

maüs, sheis living a very happy life with her husband, like a victory of fate. She traces back 

her story, back to the time when she still was a little boy called Emile. 

About the Director: 

Sabine Kuentz was born in Southern France in 1975. After being an editor of illustrated books 

for 15 years she learnt filmmaking at the Ateliers Varan documentary school in Paris. 

 

11:48 am           You Don't Become What You Already Are / Le Deuxieme I D'Emilie  48 min. 

LOSS 

LGBTQ movie fans love tearjerkers, and here are three beautiful breakup stories from the 1960s 

and the 1990s guaranteed to make you bawl. This session includes 4 films that will be present-

ed by Thomas Waugh and will be followed by a Q&A.  

Cornet at Night 

Director: Stanley Y Jackson 

(1963 / Canada / English / 14 min) 

A lonely farmboy wins and loses a musical friend. 

About the Director:  Stanley Jackson is a writer and director, known for Who Will Teach Your 

Child? (1948), John Law and the Mississippi Bubble (1978) and The Hutterites (1964). 

Rispondetemi    

Director: Léa Pool 

1992 / Canada / English 

Lovers, a crash, and a flood of memories: by Quebec’s most prolific lesbian director. 

About the Director: Léa Pool (born 8 September 1950) is a Swiss-Canadian filmmaker who has 

also taught film at UQAM. Her 1986 film Anne Trister was entered into the 36th Berlin Interna-

tional Film Festival. Her 1999 film Emporte-moi was entered into the 49th Berlin International 

Film Festival where it won the Special Prize of the Ecumenical Jury. 

 



1:17 pm              Thomas Waugh Programme 2     

 

RSVP 

Director: Laurie Lynd 

(1991 / Canada / English / 24 min) 

At the height of the AIDS crisis, bereavement is softened by song. 

About the Director: Laurie Lynd (born 1959 in Toronto, Ontario) is a Canadian film and televi-

sion director, best known as the director of the feature film Breakfast with Scot. 

(contd.) 

3:02 pm              Odum Raja Aadum Rani  2hr 30 min. 

Director: Viju Varma 

2015 / India / Malayalam 

Circumstances bring Venkidi and Thamburu together. Little does Venkidi realize that Thambu-

ru has fallen hopelessly in love with him, and when he turns down his advances, Thamburu 

sees red with transformative consequences for everyone involved. 

About the Director: 

Viju Varma is a writer and director who lives in Trivandrum, India. He has studied in the Calicut 

University School of Drama. This is his 

Contact: vijuvarmarajan@gmail.com 



6:05 pm              Transformers                     7 min.     

 

Director: Namita Aavriti and Gee Imaan Semmalar   

2015 / India / English  

Sexy S and Gangster G discover their superpowers. 

About the Directors: 

Namita Aavriti is a crazy person whom you might also know as co-director of this shindig. Gee 

Imaan Semmalar has previously directed Kalvettugal and performed in and co-written Colour of 

Trans 2.0. Living Smile Vidya is an actor and clown performer living between Puducherry and 

Chennai. 

6:13 pm              Tangerine   1hr. 28 min..  

Director: Sean S. Baker 

2015 / USA / English 

It's Christmas Eve in Tinseltown and Sin-Dee (newcomer Kitana Kiki Rodriguez) is back on the 

block. Upon hearing that her pimp boyfriend (James Ransone) hasn't been faithful during the 

28 days she was locked up, the sex worker and her best friend, Alexandra (newcomer Mya Tay-

lor), embark on a mission to get to the bottom of the scandalous rumor. Their rip-roaring od-

yssey leads them through various subcultures of Los Angeles, including an Armenian family 

dealing with their own repercussions of infidelity. Director Sean Baker’s prior films (STARLET, 

PRINCE OF BROADWAY) brought rich texture and intimate detail to worlds seldom seen on 

film. TANGERINE follows suit, bursting off the screen with energy and style. A decidedly mod-

ern Christmas tale told on the streets of L.A., TANGERINE defies expectation at every turn. 

About the Director: 

Sean Baker is a director, writer, producer known for the Spirit Award nominated films 

TAKE OUT and PRINCE OF BROADWAY. His film STARLET (winner of the Robert  

Altman Spirit Award) marked the lead role debut of Dree Hemingway and was released  

in North America by Music Box Films. He is also one of the co-creators of the puppet  

comedy series “Greg the Bunny” (IFC/FOX) and its subsequent spin-off, MTV's “Warren  

the Ape.” 

Contact: international@magpictures.com 



 

7:43 pm              La Belle Saison            1hr. 45 min..  

Director: Catherine Corsini    

2015 / France / French 

There was little chance, in the year 1971, that Carole, a Paris Spanish teacher and feminist 

militant, would ever meet Delphine, the daughter of a couple of Limousin farmers. But they 

did and fell passionately in love as well. When Delphine's forced to go back home to help her 

mother run the family farm, Carole decides to join her lover at the farm. But could feminism 

and lesbianism easily be transferred to the countryside? 

About the Director: 

Catherine Corsini (born 1956) is a French film director, screenwriter and actress. Her film Re-

play was entered into the 2001 Cannes Film Festival. Her 2012 film Three Worlds competed in 

the Un Certain Regard section at the 2012 Cannes Film Festival. She started off by making short 

films in 1980s and is now making feature length films that she both directs and writes. 

6:13 pm              Tangerine   1hr. 28 min..  











9:30 pm              Anemone              16 min. 

Director: Bertrand Lira 

2011 / Brazil / Portuguese 

“If it were a disease, I would have searched for a cure; if it were a lesson, I would have un-

learnt it. If it were a choice, I would never have chosen it.”  (Marcia, 46 years old, a Brazilian 

transsexual).   

Personal and intimate story of Marcia on the dilemma of living in a female universe but in 

man's body while waiting to remove the last vestige of sex that plagues her existence. Márcia 

will be the first transsexual to be submitted to a sex tranformation surgery through the Public 

Health Sistem in the State of Paraíba, Brazil. 

About the Director: 

Bertrand Lira is from Brazil and is a photographer, video artist and teacher. He holds a Degree 

in Social Communication (Decom/UFPB 1984), an MA in Sociology (UFPB, 1997), and a doctorate 

in Social Sciences (UFRN, 2008). He is the director of several films including O Rebeliado. 

Contact: bertrandslira@hotmail.com 

 

9:00 am           Marcia's Diary  20 min. 

Director: Felipe Santo 

2015 / Brazil / Portugese  

The sea anemone is a sessile animal, whose diet consists of small animals it paralyzes with its 

mechanisms of venom injection, called cnidocytes. The clownfish is immune to the poison of 

the anemone. 

About the Director: 

Felipe Santo has graduated from the Curso Superior Do Audiovisual from Universidad de Sau 

Paulo with the short film Anemone. His debut, and with his selfpornographic Tumblr Toda Min-

ha Porra (All My Cum). He also works as a producer with cinema and television, and has some 

projects as screenwriter and visual artist. 

Contact: felipesantofdb@gmail.com 



10:04 am                 Garçonne                        14 min. 

Director: Anand Mohan Gupta 

2015 / India / Hindi 

An experimental but introvert photographer tries to search for inner peace. The words from 

the outer world are breaking his confidence and mocking his thoughts but a beggar reincar-

nates his perspective. 

About the Director 

Anand Mohan Gupta lives in Jaipur. He works as a News Production Assistant at A1TV, Karauli, 

Rajasthan, and holds a Diploma in Film and TV Production from the Asian Academy of Film & 

Television. 

Contact: andy1theme@gmail.com 

 

9:46 am           Chitra Chaukhatein  16 min. 

Director: Nicolas Sarkissian 

2015 / France / French 

Set in the 1920s in the scenic French countryside during the summer. A teenager Lisa avoids 

bourgeois family boredom and embarks on a journey of self discovery at the bottom of a re-

mote lake. 

About the Director:  

Born in 1971 in France, Nicolas Sarkissian has been studying literature and cinema in 

Paris. Fracture, his first short feature film was selected in the prestigious Semaine de la Cri-

tique in Cannes Film Festival 2010 and won numerous prizes all over the world. 

Contact: kidam@kidam.net 





10:24 am                 Your Weight on the Nape of my Neck                        10 min. 

 

Director: Sérgio Galvão Roxo 

2015 / Portugal / no dialogue 

How long does it take to be interested? 

About the Director: 

Sérgio Galvão Roxo is a filmmaker and media artist from Portugal. His works have been exhibit-

ed at Queer Lisboa and Fringe! Queer Arts and Film Festival. 

Contact: roxo.sgr@gmail.com 

 

10:18 am           A Void                              5 min. 

Director: Frédéric Labonde 

2015 / France / French 

One morning I saw a man I'd never seen before in the building opposite mine… 

About the Director 

Frédéric Labonde lives and works in Paris. His first movie, called Sous le ciel de ta peau, has 

been selected in the International Documentary Festival of La Rochelle in 2009. Humus, his sec-

ond documentary essay, speaks of the theme of childlessness. It won the BEST FEATURE FILM 

AWARD of the Festival flEXiff at Sydney and the BEST EDITING AWARD at the Tirana Internation-

al Film Festival in Albania. Currently, Frédéric Labonde is writing Mort-Bois, a movie about the 

famous french writer Jean Genet’s childhood (www.fredericlabonde.com). 

Contact: frederic.labonde@free.fr 



Directors: Hyash Tanmoy & Mriganksekhar Ganguly 

2014 / India / Bangla 

 

Director's Note: “Rape is a social cancer. Woman is victimized everywhere. The country is roar-

ing. The intellects are walking with candle. The government pays allowances to the victim. 

The opposition takes advantage. The process of purgation has already started. The media get 

excited about justice. But what will happen if the victim is not a female? A strip of a bra. A 

cot of underwear. The wire is the only witness to two suicides. A male! A female! A genderless 

animal (it!)! Customs! Witchcraft! Expurgation! Government! All this nonsense! Hypnotism... 

Death, Death n' Death with materials! Murder! Murder! Murder! No rally! No protest! Behave 

like all three stupid monkeys! Shameless hypocrisies! Go to hell! Piss! Stools! Vomit! False! 

False! False! Fcuk! All these under authorities! Materialized under an obsolete altar!” 

About the Director: 

In his late childhood Hyash Tanmoy worked with theater. From 2005, he has co-ordinated sever-

al workshops for alternative theater. In 2008 he founded an organization named Junior Masters 

in search of alternative art, social justice and world peace. He also works part-time as a Per-

forming Arts Editor for Dolchuut, a renowned little magazine in Kolkata in 2010. In early 2013 

he founded an independent international film production company named Zero Degree Arts to 

produce world movies internationally. His first film An Obsolete Altar was widely acclaimed and 

was selected as the only Indian competition film in the Eastern Breeze International Film Festi-

val and Up And Coming International Film Festival, Hannover. The film had its Indian Premier at 

the Dialogues Annual LGBT Film and Video Festival, Kolkata, India. It was also a part of the Va-

grant International Film Festival 2014. His second short experimental film, titled Stark Electric 

Jesus, is now at the festival distribution stage. Besides these he is working on a creative docu-

mentary project titled Where Almighty Becomes Mortal, at the production stage. An untitled 

short film is in the stage of pre-production and another short fiction called Obituary loves mor-

phine is in the writing stage. 

Mrigankasekhar Ganguly is an editor and writer, known for Stark Electric Jesus (2014), An Obso-

lete Altar (2013) and Ode's (2017). 

 

10:35 am           Achalayatan/An Obsolete Altar  16 min. 



Director: B. S. Lingadevaru 

2014 / India / Kannada 

Young Maadesha has always felt like a woman from the inside. While her small town parents 

dream of her being the 'man of the house', Maadesha instead follows her heart and becomes a 

woman, Vidya. The trials and tribulations of this journey make for this story.  

About the Director: 

Kannada filmmaker BS Lingadevaru is a successful TV and film director from Tipatur in Southern 

India. His award winning movies include Mouni and Kaada Beladingalu and his latest, Naanu 

Avanalla…Avalu, has won plaudits for depicting the challenges faced by India’s transgender 

community. Shot in real locations and featuring nearly 150 transgender cast members, the film 

won lead actor Sanchari Vijay the Best Actor award at the 62nd National Film Awards. 

Contact: akkabsl@gmail.com 

 

11:06 am               Naanu Avanalla Avalu       1 hr. 45 min. 

1:38 pm               Allo?                                  4 min. 

Director: Carmen Jimenez 

2015 / Spain / Spanish 

This short film based on real events ponders over the following issue: can a plane fly for 3 weeks non-

stop? And, more importantly, what do people think about when they don't think about love? 

About the Director: 

Carmen Jimenez has been working in film for over fifteen years. Her thesis film at the Columbia MFA pro-

grame, was Oasis. Her feature script Teresa and Ines was a participant at the exclusive Script Station held 

yearly within the frame of the Berlinale Talent Campus, at the Cinequanon Writing Lab in Mexico and at 

the Maine Film Workshops, in Maine. She is currently working on a script for an animated feature film, 

titled Awakening Beauty, that touches upon the theme of domestic violence and that is aimed to teenage 

audiences.  

Contact: carmen.jimenez@gmail.com 



Director: Jean-Marie Villeneuve 

2014 / France / French 

Gilbert, a quirky young man, is out for a Sunday jog in the forest. When a muscular, athletic 

man passes him at tremendous speeds, Gilbert is left confused, curious and ultimately aroused 

by his secret. 

About the Director:  Jean-Marie Villeneuve wrote his first one-man show I am too much in 2000. 

From 2006 he started work in cinema with the writing and the making of several short films and 

experimental clips. In 2014 he directed a comedy The Cream which was selected everywhere in 

the world (Best Director in Indianapolis). In 2014, his first full-length film Tout est Faux 

(Everything is False) met with critical success in France. 

Contact: jvilleneuve2@gmail.com 

 

1:44 pm               The Cream                        8 min. 

1:52 pm               Cups Ka Ba? / Are you a fool?                                15 min. 

Director: Juan Carlo Tarobal 

2015 / Philippines / Filipino 

Cupid discovers a new kind of love! 

About the Director: 

Juan Carlo Tarobal is a writer, director, editor, cinematographer, production designer, sound 

designer and sound recordist. He completed a B.A. in Film at the University of Philippines-

Diliman, after which he worked as a theatre actor with production houses Dulaang UP and 7th 

Stage Production House. The rest of his filmography includes Ang Korona ni Hudas (Narrative 

Comedy); Aixelsyd (Experimental Short); Purga-toryo (Experimental Short); Dose Galigo  

(Narrative Comedy); and Ikaw (Music Video). 



Director: Juan Beiro 

2015 / Spain / Spanish 

Life is talking about silly stuff with the people you love. 

About the Director: 

Juan Beiro (1978) studied Audiovisual Communication at the Universidad Complutense de Ma-

drid. He studied film directing at the Film School in Madrid (ECAM). He has worked in advertis-

ing and television as a director. He has directed seven short films, including I want you to come 

soon spring (1998); Cluedo 5.0 (2002); Drive in (2003); Monday (2004); Gwendolyne, my first 

friend in the city (2004); Dinosaurs 3D (2012); Helsinki (2013); and Vanilla (2015). 

Contact: info@offecam.com  

2:08 pm               Vainilla                               10 min. 

2:19 pm               Love Park                          3 min. 

Director: Sankha Malwaththa 

2015 / Srilanka / no dialogue 

Why are we denied a real place for love because we live in the post-war era? Where’s the need 

for the state to curb love? 

About the Director: 

Sankha Malwaththa directed his first short film ‘Concentration’ in 2009. His second short film 

‘Love Park’ received a Special Jury Award from the First Frame International Students Film Fes-

tival, India. He currently works as an editor/sound designer in the film industry. 

Contact: sankha86@gmail.com 

2:23 pm             Ryaba the Hen                  4 min. 

Director: Vasily Kiselev 

2015 / Russia / Russian 

Once there lived Ryaba the hen with and old man and an old woman who were US spies who 

propogated LGBT lifestyles to minors and tried to destroy Russia. But Ryaba was very patriotic 

and helped to save the country. 



2:23 pm             Ryaba the Hen                  4 min. 

About the Director: Vasily Kiselev was born in Leningrad, USSR back in 1984. He is interested in 

the world around, problems of perception and interpretation and exploration of colour and 

movement. Vasily started his work with painting and applications and gradually moved to pup-

petry and animation.  

Contact: vasili.kiselev@gmail.com 

2:26 pm             Safe Word                          16 min. 

(contd.) 

Director: Todd Lillethun 

2014 / USA / English 

A young gay couple decides to spice up their relationship and find themselves in peril when 

fantasy and reality start to blur. 

About the Director: 

Todd works as a freelance filmmaker in Chicago. He is the former Program Director of Chicago 

Filmmakers, where he worked as an advocate for local independent filmmakers for nearly four 

years. His documentary short Night Bus played at Landlocked Film Festival (2009), Heartland 

Film Festival (2009), and Peace on Earth Film Festival (2010). He was post-production assistant 

on The War Tapes for SenArt Films, which won the Best Documentary Prize at the Tribeca Film 

Festival in 2006. He is currently editor and director of photography for the feature documen-

tary Miss Gay Black America. He studied film at Columbia College Chicago and the University of 

Wisconsin – Milwaukee. 

Contact: toddfilms@earthlink.net 



2:44 pm             Project Indian Bride           39 min. 

Director: Mujeer Pasha 

2015 / India / Urdu|English 

Nazim Pasha, a wedding photographer, chooses a transgender woman, Rekha, to model as a 

bride for his project. But this experimental idea does not go well with many people. 

About the Director: 

An engineer by qualification, Mujeer has been making short films for the last two years in real 

and for several years in his head. His 45 min-short film 'Just Two Steps Away' was screened at 

several Indian and International queer film festivals. He currently works for a VAS company as a 

script writer and continues to dream about making longer films. 

Contact: mujeerpashav1@gmail.com  

 

4:37 pm             Le Piment / Pepper            8 min. 

Director: Patrick Aubert 

2014 / Canada / English 

The painful awakening of a couple after an evening of fantasies. 

About the Director: 

Born in Quebec, Patrick Aubert studied cinema at the Concordia University. Since the end of his 

studies, he has made 12 movies as a member of Kino, an independent directors’ group. 

Patrick Aubert is known for his work on Gaspé Copper (2013), La Run (2011) and Mokhtar 

(2010). 

Contact: aubertpatrick@hotmail.com 



4:44 pm             Toute Premiere Fois / I Kissed a Girl           I hr. 38 min. 

Director: Maxime Govare & Noeme Saglio 

2015 / France / French 

Jeremiah, a young gay man of 34, is getting married to Antoine. However, one morning he 

wakes up in bed with a young Swede, Adna, he quickly falls in love. 

About the Directors: 

Noémie Saglio is a screenwriter, actress, and director, who has starred in the shortSuperhe-

ro (2002), and the French television series “Rose et Val”. After directing made-for-TV minise-

ries and movies, I Kissed a Girl is her first feature film. She is currently working on another 

film, entitled Bitch, Princess of Hearts, expected to premiere this year as well. 

 

Born in 1980, Maxime Gavore is a filmmaker known for his production work on the French tele-

vision series “Ma pire angoisse”, as well as his writing for the television series “The Judge Is a 

Woman.” I Kissed a Girl is his debut feature.  

7:39 pm             7eme Ciel / Seventh Heaven            39 min. 

Director: Guillaume Foiret 

2013 / France / French 

Sofiane lives in a Paris suburb. Sofiane is part of a gang but also is attracted to boys. He em-

bodies the contradictions by the disarray of unemployed youth. 

About the Director:  

Born in 1983 to Saint-Quentin, Guillaume Foirest entered the College of Broadcasting 

(Audiovisual) Realization of Nice in 2002 with a single objective: write and realize his first mov-

ie. He waited three years before being able to realize his first commercial and while at it made 

"Glory Hole", a short film written by Maxime Alamo. It was selected for the Clermont Ferrand 

festival in 2006 and one year later "Glory Hole" was released in DVD. The urge to deepen what 

was only brushed upon in the short film was too big and Guillaume asked Maxime to work with 

him to make a full-length adaptation. At the same time, they co-wrote The Foreigner , a medi-

um-length film which was also selected at Clermont Ferrand in 2010. He then went on to direct 

Entre deux chairs (2012) and In Seventh Heaven (2013). 





8:18 pm             Bande de Filles / Girlhood                 I hr. 52 min. 

Director: Céline Sciamma 

2015 / France / French  

Oppressed by her family setting, dead-end school prospects and the boys law in the neighbor-

hood, Marieme starts a new life after meeting a group of 3 free-spirited girls. She changes her 

name, her dress code, and quits school to be accepted in the gang, hoping that this will be a 

way to freedom. 

About the Director: 

Céline Sciamma was born in Pontoise, France in 1978. She graduated from the Fémis in screen-

writing. In 2007 she made her first film Water Lilies which was selected for Un Certain Regard 

at the Cannes Film Festival. In 2011, her second film Tomboy was selected for the Panorama 

section at the 61st Berlin International Film Festival. In 2014, Girlhood premiered at the Direc-

tor's Fortnight in Cannes. The film also played at the 2014 Toronto Film Festival.   

Readings 

Saturday, February 27 

Alliance Francaise, Vasanthnagar, 5.00pm 

Writer, actor and activist A Revathi, poet and activist Chandini Gagana, poet and activist Charu 

Priyan, academic, poet & writer Ashley Tellis will read from their latest works.  

 

Performances 

Sunday, February 28 

Alliance Francaise, Vasanthnagar, 6:00pm 

Closing out the performances of the Festival will be an evening of dances ranging from the classi-

cal by Masoom Parmar, the moves of the Classy Katzzz, the Tango queered, the Pink Divas with 

their fanfare and message, and we'll also present The Sexy Lexi Show among other fun dance per-

formances.  





Mikael de la Fuente (Director) and Prutha Narke (Cultural Coordinator), Alliance Française Bangalore (AFB), for 

their overwhelming support and partnership in making this festival possible year after year. We are also immensely 

grateful to them for organising screenings of films in association with the Institut Français: Le Deuxieme I D’Emilie 

(You Don’t Become What You Already Are), Laurence Anyways, La Belle Saison, Bande de Filles (Girlhood), 7eme Ciel 

(Seventh Heaven), and Toute Premiere Fois (I Kissed a Girl). 

Christoph Bertrams (Institute Director) and Maureen Gonsalves (Programme Coordinator), Goethe-Institut/Max 

Mueller Bhavan Bangalore (G-I/MMB Bangalore), for their generous and growing support and collaboration with us 

these last two years. We also thank them and Sharmistha Sarker (Programme Coordinator), Surjodoy Chatterjee 

(Assistant Coordinator), G-I/MMB Kolkata , and Henrike Schröder (Intern – Programme Department, G-I/MMB Banga-

lore)  for sending us short films from Berlinale and Filmfest Dresden, and Qissa and Natarang, which were screened at 

Dialogues: Calcutta International LGBT Film & Video Festival 2015, hosted by the G-I/MMB Kolkata. 

Joseph Raj, Technical Coordinator at AFB, without whom all hell would break loose at the festival. Aslam Sheikh, 

Technical Assistant, who saves us from potential screening mishaps.  

Abhilash and Amal Jose, Technical Staff at G-I/MMB. 

Anju, for graciously sponsoring food for the volunteers last year! 

We also thank the many volunteers who have given their time freely to keep the festival on its feet! 

FILMS 

Thomas Waugh, for specially curating two programmes (“Sex in the Eighties” and “Loss”), send-

ing us many cheeky emails with pet names, and for personally attending the festival to talk to 

the audience about the films. 

Filmmaker and producers in attendance: Viju Varma, Rohan Kanawade, Shobhna S Kumar, Mu-

jeer Pasha, Sankha Malwaththa, Moses Tulasi, Shailaja Padindala. Thanks so much for taking 

the time to attend the festival and meeting your audience.  

Anand Varadaraj, Deputy Director, Bangalore International Film Festival (BIFFES), for negotiating with the producers 

of Tangerine and enabling us to screen the film at BQFF. We are very thrilled and hope that our collaboration with 

BIFFES will continue in the coming years! Scott Veltri (VP, International Sales, Magnolia Pictures) and Josh (Intern, 

Magnolia) for granting permission to screen the film and for ensuring our access to it.  

Viju Varma, for agreeing to let us screen Odum Raja Aadum Rani, being extremely flexible about all our arrange-

ments, and attending the festival to meet and talk to the audience.  

BS Lingadevaru for agreeing to let us screen Naanu Avanalla … Avalu. 

Annalise Ophelian for agreeing to let us screen Major! 

Bertrand Lira, for sending us his film Marcia’s Diary and Mikael de la Fuente for introducing us to Bertrand.  

Avijit Mukul Kishore, for sending us his film Snapshots from a Family Album. 

The production team of BrocKINGton for agreeing to let us screen the film at the festival. 

Ranjini Krishnan, for putting us in touch with Viju Varma, the director of Odum Raja Aadum Rani. 

Sunil Mohan and Sumathi Murthy, for putting us in touch with BS Lingadevaru, director of Naanu Avanalla … Avalu. 

Tejaswini Niranjana, for putting us in touch with Anup Singh, the director of Qissa. 

Margot Cohen (who always keeps BQFF in mind) and Satya Rai Nagpaul, for their efforts in sourcing films for the fes-

tival.  

Lucetta Kam, for introducing us to potential friends and collaborators at the Asian Queer Film Festival. 



PERFORMERS AND PHOTOGRAPHERS 

Suresh Kumar, Arpitha Gangadhariah, Dimple Shah, Jeetin Ranger, Katarina Rasic, Prasad KT, Ranjana Nagaraj, 

Raghu Wodeyar, Smitha Cariappa, Sridhar Gangoli, Suresh Kumar and Yash Bhandari, for “Body + Vulnerability”. 

Maika Elan for The Pink Choice. 

Akshay Mahajan for “the real Begums of Bhopal”. 

Jaya Sharma for The Kinky Project BDSM selection. 

A. Revathi, Chandini Gagana, Charu Priyan, Ashley Tellis for bringing real-live poetry back to BQFF. 

Masoom Parmar, Classy Katzzz, Tango queered, Pink Divas and Sexy Lexi, for ripping up the dance floor on Closing 

Night.  

DESIGN and FILM SUPPORT 

Angus Rouse, our one and only lifeline in the projection booth, he arrives year after year and 

helps us breathe again.  

Anish Dasgupta for designing the beautiful festival logo this year. Shashank Satish for his design 

inputs, Jigar Vora for burning the midnight oil and designing the festival schedule for both 

online and print and Aparna Chivukula for her extensive design work on the festival brochure 

and for completing it at such short notice and saving our asses.  

Isaac Skibinski, for resurrecting our website from the ashes of cyberdeath, and for his ever-constant design and web-

site support that crosses oceans and continents at all odd hours and days of the week.  

Nadika Nadja, for sourcing film stills for the brochure, late late at night and then again the next day. 

Neeraj Thakare, for sourcing director photos for the brochure and for compiling a list of 150 films that we will be 

referring to for the next two festivals at least.  

Satish Kumar, Sangeetha Raj and Sonaksha Iyengar for graciously offering to help with design.  

PRINTING 

Manjunath from Print Gallery, for agreeing to have the photos ready overnight!  

National Printing Press, for their yearly printing of the brochure against all odds and in defiance of all clocks. 



First off we’d like to thank Anu Pillai from Ketto, for helping us set up a new campaign on Ketto’s crowdfunding plat-

form. 

OFFLINE DONATIONS: Swar Thounaojam, Neelu Bhuman, Vivek Nityananda, Lawrence Liang and the Poker Party 

Devils  

KETTO DONATIONS: Aditya Sengupta, Rekha and Arun, Vasudhendra Shroff, Tejaswini Niranjana, Mini, Ajaykartik 

Kovur, Dr. Vinayaka, Sudipto Biswas, Praveen Shivashankar, Krishnashis Mondal, Srinisagar and Friends, Mahajan 

Grandigae, Avi, Aparajith, Shrikant, Akshay Mahajan, Jitesh, Nobal, M, Sinoi Daniel, Ravi BT, Kirtana Kumar, 

Manjunath C, RKR, Srivatsan Narayanan, Sumit Malik, Rishikesh Kamath B, Balachandran Ramiah, Santhosh Kumar 

Vijayan, Manas Modi, Vijay Ranganathan, Nanju Reddy and Aaron Schubert, Madhumitha, Arun, Saurabh 

Paingankar, Shailesh, Sunil Kumar, CAR, Ameya Chikramane, Shalaka, Sandip Kumar Munda, Niruj, Alok AN, Raga-

vendran Gopalakrishnan, Rahul Gonsalves, Naren Pai, Priyapravas, Sudhir and Sanjay, Girish, Anupama Srinivasan, 

Ravindran R, and the many who donated anonymously.  

Many thanks to Srinivas M for his tireless efforts at fund raising for us. Also to Sunil C for his support in these efforts. 

 

Your generous support, along with the donations we’ve received every year before and during the festival, help 

us run BQFF as an independent event that can stand on its own, so A BIG BIG THANK YOU!!!  

ASSOCIATE SPONSORS 

IBM (Geetha Prasanna, Ritesh Ranjani, Elengovel P and Sourabh Banerjee) 

Thomson Reuters (Sagar Vidya and Archana Sandesh Upadhyaya) 

 

ADDITIONAL SPONSORS 

Apta Healthpod (Dr. Sanjay Sharma) Thanks also to Sumit Dutta. 

Innersignt (Mahesh Natarajan) 

 

We also thank our associate and additional sponsors for the solidarity and financial support they have given us this 

year and in previous years! 
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